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The Capacity of the General Time-Discrete Channel 
with Finite Alphabet 
JACOB ZIV* 
Scientific Deparlment, Israel Ministry of Defence P.O.B. 7063, Tel-Aviv, Israel 
In this paper, the capacity, C, of the general discrete time-varying 
channel with memory is derived. It is also demonstrated that for rates 
below some positive number C~, the upper bound on the probability of 
of error decreases exponentially with the block length, n. (Clearly 
C~ _-< C). The capacity C is derived by proving a coding theorem 
which is then followed by a (weak) converse theorem. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let us consider a set A of L letters, which we call the " input alpha- 
bet" and a set B of M letters which we call the "output  alphabet". 
Let us consider sequences of letters infinite on both sides 
x . . . .  x - l , x0 ,x l . . .  ; x iCA  
y . . . .  y - l , y0 ,Y l " ' "  ; y iEB  
The sequence x will be regarded as an elementary event in a proba- 
bility space A 1 and the sequence y will be regarded as an elementary 
event in a probabil ity space B 1. 
Consider now the following cylinder sets (n-sequences): 
a) The set X~ ~ of all elementary events x such that  x~ = a~; 
j - i _-< j -t- n -- 1; a l i s  some element of A 
b) The set Y~J of all elementary events y such that  y~ = b~; 
j ~ i _ -< j - t -n -  1 ;b~issomee lemento fB  
The general discrete channel is characterized by a system of conditional 
probabilities 
P(  Y~ [ X~ j, s i ) 
j=0 : i :1 ,2 - . - ;  n= 1 ,2 . . . ;  s~CS i 
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where S i is a countable set of all possible channel states at the j th  
instance. Let P(s  ~) be a probability distribution defined on S i. 
The channel is assumed to be "non-anticipative": i.e. Yn j does not 
depend on future inputs. 
i X i A code (N, n, j )  is a set of N input n-sequences X~.I, n,2 " "  
J X~.N, together with a corresponding decision function which is assign- 
ing to each output n-sequence Yn~, one of the input sequences 
J J 
J A code (N, n, ~ , , )  is a code consisting of N input sequences of n 
letters, whose maximum probability of error that is associated with a 
state s j C S" is " ~.~,  assuming that both the sender and receiver do not 
know the state of the channel J .  In addition, let 
z~ 
be called the average probability of error. 
A code (N, n, ),~') is a code consisting of N input sequences of n 
letters whose probability of error is ~n i. (Ash, 1965; Wolfowitz, 1964) 
Let the information rate R be defined as 
R = 1 _ log N 
n 
we then prove the following theorems: 
THE CODING THEOREM. (a) For any R smaller than some number C 
which is nonnegative, and for any j = O, -4-1, -4-2, . . .  , there exist codes 
([e~R]n, h i )  such that lim~-.~ h~" = 0. The number C i8 determined by 
the system of probabilities P( S s) and P(  Y~J I X j ,  S~). 
(b) For any R smaller than some nonnegative number C~, there exist 
codes ([e~R], n, ~J)  such that for any j = 0, ±1, =t=2, . . -  
~ <= e -E(R)'~ for large enough n, 
where E (R)  is positive and is independent of n. The number C, is deter- 
mined by the system of conditional probabilities P( Y,~ t X ,  ~, SJ). 
(c) For any R smaller than some nonnegative number C, there exist 
J codes ([e",  n, ~,,~) such that for large enough n, any j = 0, ±1, ±2, . - .  
• ~i < K( J )e  -~(')~ where K(s  ¢) is independent of n and R. and any s ~, ~.~ =
Thus, sup~ lim~-~ h~',,, = 0. 
THE CONVERSE THEOREM. (~)  Given any sequence of codes ([e'R], n, 
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~)  then if R > C, there always exists a positive number X such that for 
sufficiently large no, ),,~ > X for some n > no and some j. 
b) Given any sequence of codes ([e~R], n, k~.8) then if R > Cs there 
always exists a positive number h such that for su~ciently large no, sup~i 
h~.8 > k for some n > no and some j. 
The number C is called "channel capacity" and is defined as follows: 
Let 
P(Y ' J [X" J '  sJ) (1) 
I J (n)  - nl ix.~.~r.~l P (X ,  j, Y,J l s ~) log p(y  i [ s~ )
and let 
Q0 = {qo: lim sup P{J: I J (n)  < q0} = 0} (2) 
where P{s~: I J (n)  < qO} is the probability measure of all states s ~ such 
that I j (n )  < qO and where 
j = jo -4- Kn; K = 0 ,1 ,2 ,3 , . . .  
Then 
C = inof sup~ ~o~SUPoQ {qO} (3) 
where tt is the probability measure that is defined on A 1. Clearly C is 
determined by the system of probabilities P ( J )  and P(Y~J lX~ j, sJ). 
The number C8 is given by: 
C~ = ir Jsupl iminfinf I~S(n) j = jo~Kn;  K = 0,1,2,3,  . . .  (4) 
tO # n~oo K s~ 
D ISCUSSION 
For any R < C, the average probability of error, k j ,  vanishes as n 
gets large. On the other hand when R < C,, k~ ~ as well as ),~.~ decreases 
J at least exponentially with n. Furthermore, sup~J k~.8 cannot be made 
arbitrarily small once R is larger than C8 • Thus, if the set S j is finite 
(a finite-state time varying channel) and if states with zero probability 
measure are to be ignored, C8 must be equal to C. 
In this case, ~ J  (and ks,,) decreases at least exponentially with n 
for any rate up to channel capacity. A similar result has been obtained 
by Yudkin for finite-state stationary channels (Yudkin, 1967). 
If, on the other hand, the set S j is infinite, it is possible to find channels 
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for which C~ < C. Some of these channels m~y have the property that 
for rates in the region C~ < R < C the probability of error decreases 
with n at a nonexponential rate. 
We shall now bring an example for which C~ = C where S j is an 
infinite (countable) set, and also derive the capacity of Wolfowitz's 
compound channel in the special ease where S t is finite. 
(1) A Channel with Vanishing Memory (e.v.m.) 
Let a channel with vanishing memory be a channel for which for 
any probability measure g on A ~, 
lira [ X An) - -  I~(n)  [ = 0 (5 )  
no~o 
uniformally with respect o j, where s~ ~ and s J" are any two elements 
of S ~. 
I t  follows that for any e.v,m, we have 
C~.~.~. = Cs = C = inf sup lira inf IJ(n) 
• /0  .~ n ~  K 
j = jo -4- Kn; (6) 
where 
K = 0, 1, 2, 3. 
P( Y J  i X~ ~) 
P(Y~) 
(2) The Compound Channel 
Let us consider the special ease where the channel is stationary and 
is characterized by a set of conditional probability distributions, as 
IJ(n) ~= ~ P(X~ ~, r~J) log (7) 
{Xn~,Yn 3} 
In the special ease where the channel is stationary and memoryless 
(d.m.e.) 
P(Y~J[X~J,s j) = ~p(y~Ix~) x~CA, y~E B 
where the conditional probability distribution p ( - / .  ) which is inde- 
pendent of i and of the channel state s j E S j. 
Thus 
Cd ..... = sup ~ ttl(xl)P(yl[xl) log P(yl]x') (8) 
,1(') I~t, ~i} P(Yl) 
where t~(" ) is the probability distribution on A (Wolfowitz, 1964). 
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follows: 
P(Y~J [X ,  j ,s i) = P (Yn[X~,s  ~) = t ip (y , [x~,s  i) 
(=1 
where the conditional probability distribution p(.  I ", s~) for a given 
state s ~ is independent of i; and s j E S where S is a finite set. (x, ~ A ; 
y~ E B). Then, in this special case, we have by the coding and converse 
theorems of this paper that the capacity of this compound channel is: 
C~ = C~om,ouna = sup min ~ m(xl )P(y l Ix l ,  s 3) log P(yl I xl sO 
~1(') ~i {~,~} P(ylls') (9) 
where t*~(" ) is the probability distribution on A. (xl C A, y~ E B, s j C S). 
This capacity is identical with Wolfowitz's result (Wolfowitz, 1964, 
p. 34). The following sections include the proofs of the coding and the 
converse theorems. 
2. THE CODING THEOREM 
LEMMA 1. For any real number D and any j = O, -4-1, -+-2, • • • let 
A' = (X,/', Y,j): log P(Y,d) > nD (10) 
then there exist a code [[e~R], n, X~ 3] for any positive inNger R, such that 
M j =< e n<R-~) -t- P~ {(X~', Y.~) ~ A'} (11) 
where P~ { } denotes the probability of the event { 1. 
Proof. Ash (1965, pp. 68-71 ), Wolfowitz (1964, pp. 97-98). It  should 
be noted that X, 3 = ~"~,iP(s~)X~.~ and that P(Y , ' IX j )  = 
~-~.,i P( s~)P( Y ,  5 ] X~ ~, sJ). 
LEM~A 2. Let 
i i(n ) = 1_ log p(y , i ]X~)  (12a) 
n P(Y .O 
Then, for any D 
P. {iS(n) < D} _-< e-""(-~+ai(P'")); o > 0 
Where 
_ _ P (  Y . ] [  X .  j ) - '  1 log ~ . P(X .  i, Y.J) (12b) 
aJ(p, n) = on {x.i,r.,} p (y  i)-, 
Proof. See 
L~MMA 4. 
n 
Proof. See 
L~A 5. 
rain O°(o, q) 
J 
then 
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Proof. Let p > 0, then 
P(IS(n) < D) = ~ P(X~ j, Y~) 
{ (Xni, Yn i ) :  I~ (n)  < D} 
< ~ e~Pt°-z'(')lP(X~'~ y,J') = e-pW-z~'(p,,oJ 
{Xn,  n ~ } 
L~MA 3. Let 
P(Y, J I  X,j,  Z f )  -p eJz~ (p, n) = - ll°gpn lx.,.E~.j, P(X, ' ,  Y,,'[Z~) p----(-~ji-~_~)_ p 
• j - -~o  where Zp' is the eeent {X~ , Y~-~} and where p = 1, 2, . . .  and let 0 < 
p < 1, then 
n G~°-l(p,n) > inf iaf G~z~ (p,n - 1) ~ rain G°(p ,n -  1) 
n -- 1 = x ~.z,i (13) 
p = 1 ,2 , ' "  j= jo=i=K(n-  1); K=0,1 ,2 ,3  
Appendix. 
Let m > n (m = 1 ,2 ,3 . . .  ; n = 1 ,2 ,3 . . . ) .Then  
....,j+t 
(p,m) >= trz~+t (p,n); I = 0, 1 ,2 , - . .  (m - -n)  (14) 
Appendix. 
Let n = Iq (l = 1 ,2 ,3 . . . ,q= 1, 2, 3 . . .  ) and let 
~, z~, (15~) 
= jo q- Kq; K = 0, 1, 2, 3; p = 1, 2 . - -  
m~n G°(p, lq) >= rain G°(p, q) 
Proof. See Appendix, 
Lv, MM~_ 6. Let 
I~  (n) I = n tx~.~rjI P(X~5' Y ' J IZ f )  log 
Let 
P( Y, j  [ X,~ +, Z~ + )
P( Y, J I Y~-~) 
m>n(m= 1, 2 ,3 . . .n  = 1, 2 ,3 - . - )  
(15b) 
(16a) 
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Then 
(m) > G~+, (n); t = o, 1, 2, . - .  ~ - n.  lz~ 
Proof. See Appendix. 
LEMMA 7. Let n = lq (1 = 1, 2, 3 .. • ; q = 1, 2, 3), and let 
mm TO(n) & inf in f  I~(n) ;  
K p, Z~2 
j = fl ~ Kn; K = O, 1, 2, 3; 
Then 
(16b) 
p= 1 ,2 . . .  
man To(lq) ~ man T°(q) (17) 
Proof. See Appendix 
LEMMA 8. The limit of re_in TO(n) as n goes to infinity, always exists. 
Let this limit be denoted by: 
C o & lim man TO(n) = lim inf inf. I~(n)  
. . . . . .  ~ ~' ~ '  (18) 
j= f i±Kn;  K= 0,1 ,2 ,3 . - -  ; p= 1 ,2 . . -  
Proof. Follows from Lemma 6 and Lemma 7; See Appendix. 
LEMMA 9. The function G§~(p, q) is lower bounded uniformally with 
respect o all Z~ i and j, by 
G s~ (p,q) > I{~(q) - M q P- (19) z~ = q(1 p)2 
where M is the number of letters in the output alphabet (the set B. ) 
Proof. See Appendix. 
Now, by Lemma 8, it is possible to choose an integer q such that for 
any n > q and any positive number e~, 
i s ~ , C o man z,~q) > -- el (20) 
By Lemma 9, it is possible to choose a number p0, (0 < po < 1), 
such that for any positive number e2, 
man G°@o, q) > maa TO(q) - e2 (21) 
Let 1 be an integer such that for n - 1 > q 
lq <n- -  1 <= ( l+  1)q 
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Then, by Lemma 4 and Lemma 5 we have, 
lq min G°(p0, n - -  1) => 
n- -1  min G°(po, q) 
(22) 
> 1 m na°(po, q) 
- /+1 
Inserting Eqs. (21) and (20) into Eq. (22) yields 
minG°(po n - l )  > l [minf(q)- 2]> l iV 
' = l+ l  = l+ l  
and therefore, for sufficiently large n (and hence for appropriately 
large l), 
nfin V°(po, n - 1) ->_ C O - 2(el + e2) (23) 
Inserting Eqs. (23) and (13) into Eq. (12) yields 
Pr {iS(n) < D} =< exp {npo[D - C o + 2(el + e2)]}; j = jo -1  (24) 
for large enough n. 
Now let 
= 4(~ + e~) 
D= C O- 
then, for large enough n, 
Pr {iJ(n) < C O - e} < e-~"°~/~; j = j0 -  1 (25) 
where e is an arbitrary-small positive number. 
Now C O is a function of the specific probability measure g on A1; 
Thus, let 
= inf sup C O = inf sup lim inf inf I~(n)  
~'o ~ 50 . ,~- -~ ~ ~,z~ (26)  
j= jo -4 -Kn;  K=0,1 ,2 ,3 . . .  
The insertion of Eqs. (26) and (25) into Eq. (11) yields, for any j 
and any large enough n, 
~n j ~ e nCe'-~+O + e -np°~l~ 
where • is an arbitrary positive number. 
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Therefore, for large enough n, 
k. ~" =< e-~(~)"; E(R) > 0 
Now~ 
~_. P(Y,jlZp i, s j-p) log P(Y'J[ Y~-~) 
for R < C. 
< E P(Y.~IZJ, J-~) ( P(Y"'IYJ-~) ) 
= 
Therefore 
--_1 ~ P(X~i,Y~3[Zp i) log p(y  S[ y~-p) 
n xn i  , Yn  ~ } 
= --1 ~ p(j-p) ~. p(yi[zpi ,  si_~)logP(yilyvj-p) 
Tb 8 i - -~ { yn i  } 
> __1 E P ( J - ' )  E 
n ~i- -~ {Xni,y,~] } 
• P(X.j, y i s i) log P(Y~[ d) 
where s j = {£'-P; Z j} 
Now, 
log P(Y~I Zp ~', X j )  = log .~ P(sJ-v)P(Y~i I X~ j, s ~) 
81 --17 
=> log P(s j-p) + log P( Y.J [ X~ j, s~'); s ~'-p is any element of S ~'-p 
The insertion of Eqs. (28) and (29) into Eq. (16a) yields: 
P( Y.i t X. j, s j) 
I~(n) > l_n[.,_~. ~" P(J- ') x.J,r.,2 , P(X.J,Y.~IJ) log P(Y.']s') 
n t.~-~p), P(s'- ' )  log P(s j-') = E {d-p¿~ 
+ 1 ~_, P(s s-') logP(s i-p) 
n [8/-~}, 
where 
P(Y,j ] X~ j, s i) 
1) IJ(n) = nl (x.,,r.')~ P(X,j, Y,j [ s i) log P(YJ [ sO 
(27) 
=0 
(28) 
(29) 
P(J-v)I~J(n) (30) 
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2) The set {s~'-P}~ is any finite subset of the countable set S ;-~ such 
that P({sJ-~}~) > 1 - e, where e is an arbitrary positive number. 
Now 
- ~ P(s  j-p) log P(s  j-~) 
{8i-~}, 
_-< (log K) (1  -- e) -- (1 -- e) log (1 -- ~) =< log 2K 
where K is the number of states in {s~-P}~. 
Thus, 
I~{ ->_ (1 -- e) inf I j (n )  log 2K (31) 
8~esi 1~ 
and for large enough n, 
8ieSi 
where el is an arbitrary positive number. 
Therefore by Eqs. (27) and (31) and for large enough n 
k, 5 =< e -~(~)~ (32) 
where E(R)  is positive for uny R < C~ and where 
C~ = inf sup lim inf inf I j (n )  (33) 
This proves section (b), of the main theorem. 
Now, given some arbitrary j0, let # be a probability measure on A 1 
that maximizes C in Eq. (3) for this specific j0 ; Then 
P,(iJ°-X(n) < C - e) = P~(i~°-l(n) < C - e; I~(n)  > C) 
+ P~( i i r l (n)  < C - e; I j (n )  < C) 
< P~(i Jr l (n) < I~i(n) - e) -b P~( I j (n )  < C) 
for any j= j0 -  I~Kn;K  = 0 ,1 ,2 ,3 . . .  
Now, by Eqs. (18) and (31), one can choose j such that for large 
enough ?~ 
6 lj(n) < C o + 
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Therefore, 
P~(i~°-1(n) < C - e) = < ~t~(~)   " Jo-1 < C O _ 2} 
+ supP~{I~(n)  < C}; j  = jo - 1 -4- Kn ;K  = 0,1 ,2 ,3 . . .  
K 
Thus, by Eqs. ( 1 ), (2), (3) and (25) 
Y~m P~( i J (n)  < C - e) = 0 (34) 
~-->~ 
for any j and any positive e. 
Now, let D = C -- e; then, by Eqs. (11) and (34) 
l im~j= 0; for R <C 
This proves section (a) of the coding theorem. 
Eqs. (33) holds for any probability distribution on S t, and therefore 
also for the case where P(s  ~) > 0 for all s j E S( 
Thus 
~t Z t J = P(s  )X~,~ >= P(s¢)k~.~ ; any stE S t 
s 1 ~ 1 -E(~) .,~ K(st)e-B(R) .,~ 
.'. X~,~ <= P(s~) X~,, <= p(#-~ e = 
where K( S t) is finite and is independent ofR and n. 
This proves section (c) of the main theory. 
3. THE CONVERSE THEOREM 
Let i k~.~ be the probability of error that is associated with a code: 
X' .a  X t i n , ~,~... X~.~ R, given that the channel is at the state s j. 
Let us define a probability distribution on the set {X. j} such that 
= e ; X~ s i 1 e 
(35) 
P(X j )  = 0; X~;~X~.~ i -  1 . - .e  ~ 
Then, by Fano's inequality (Ash, 1965; Wolfowitz, 1964), 
-- Z P (X .~ y t[ Z J) l ogP(X . t [  Y.~ s j) 
x.f,r., ) (36) 
< h~,. log (e ~" -- 1) ~" i = - -  ~,,,,~ log X, . ,  - -  (1  - -  ~.~.,)  l og  (1  - -  X~. , )  
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Now, by Eq. (35) 
P(X,~ j) = P (X ,¢[  s ~) = e-"R; 
= 0; 
Therefore, 
X,  ~ = X~,~ i= 1 . . .  e ~ 
X,~ j#  X~,i  i=  1 . . .e  "R 
-- ~ P (X ,  ~, Y ,  Y I s J) log P(X j [  s ~) = nR (37) 
[Xni,Yni} 
Now, by Eq. (37) and (36) we get: 
k ~" log(e ~R 1) A,~,~ g^~ (1 5 - - - X~,D -- k~,.)  log  ( i  -- ,s ,s 
P(Y,dl x~ j,£3 (as) 
>= nR -- x~i,r~,~ } P(X~J' Y'J ] J) log P(Y~ I sO 
Thus, 
X ~ _ n,8  
X~ log ~ J X~.2 - X~,~) log  (1 - ,. X ,, + (1 
nR 
g~ {Xni,yn~ }
Thus, by Eq. (1) 
R 
(39) 
X~,, > R-  I~(n) log 2 (40) 
= R n .R  
(S ince-P logP-  (1 -P )  log(1 -P )  =<log2;0_-__P_-< 1) 
Let us denote by F~(e) the set: 
F~J(e) = {si: I~(n)  -<__ C q- e} (41) 
It follows from Eqs. (1) (2) and (3) that for any e > 0 there exists a 
positive number ~ such that for any jo, any probability measure tt 
on A 1 and any no, there exists some number n > no for which 
Pr {s j C F~J(e)} _>- ~ > 0 (42) 
for somej = jo -4- Kn;  K = O, 1, 2, 3 . . .  
Let us pick the one t~ for which 
P(X j )  = e-"•; X ,  ~ = X~,~ i= 1, 2, 3 . . .  e"R; 
P (X j )  = 0; X~ j # X~.~ j = jo 4- Kn  
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where {X~,I X.,~ ~ . . . . . .  X, ,enR} is the best code of length n to be 
used at the j th  instant (i.e. the one that minimizes M j) 
Thus, # is given by: 
Jo-n Jo Jo+n • . .P (X ,~ )P (X~)P(X  ) . . . .  
Then, by Eq. (40) 
~/ > R -- I / (n )  log 2 j. 
R - C (4a)  
for any j  = jo -4- Kn;  K = O, 1, 2, 3 . . .  
Thus, by Eqs. (41) (42) and (43) 
[-R -- (C + e) log 21 
X~ i--> n [[ R nR~_] for some j = jo 4 -Kn  
since 
M~" ~.  p i ~" p sJ J = > ( 
g~ s~F in(e  ) 
Thus, for large enough n 
R -- (C+ 2e) for some 3"0 4- Kn 
where e is an arbitrary positive number. 
Therefore, for any R > C 
k.J==_ k > 0 for some j. 
This proves section (a) of the converse theorem. 
Now, it follows from Eq. (4) that for any no there exist some n > no, 
some j and some state s ~ such that for any/z 
I / (n )  <= C~ + el (44) 
where el is an arbitrary small positive number. 
Inserting Eq. (44) into Eq. (40) yields for some n > no, some j
and some s~ j 
X ~n,, > R - RC -- el _ lOgnR2 (45) 
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Thus, for large enough no there exists some n > no such that 
X{,, > R - C - el (46) 
R 
for some j and some s', where el is an arbitrary small positive number. 
This proves section (b) of the converse theorem. 
4. APPENDIX 
PROOF OF LEMMA 3 
e 'o - l (p ,n )  = - -  1 log  . ~ .  , 
.p(x{o-~, yJo-i,p,xJo~  , , -~,Y~°,,-~ I x{°-k Y{°-b 
[p(y{o-llx{o-~ ) -o I Jo Jo X{O-1 Yl°-b • P(~- I  I 1 . X~,--1, - -P  
p(ylo-1) p(y{%~ [ y{o-1) 
Let us denote by Z j  the event {X~ , Y~-~}. 
Then, 
Gi°-Z(p, n) = -- _1 log Y'. p(z{o-~, y{o-~) p(y{o-~ Z{O-z) -p 
on , Jo-1 vJo-ll p(y{o-1) ~X1 ' " I " 
~_, p(x~o ,, Jo Y,~-I I Z{°) • 
Thus, 
G j-lr n) > 1 log  
0 kP ,  = 
{X{O -1, ylO-11 
_ i log max E 
O n z{o { xJ°.._l, Y~°_.. 1] 
= 1GSO-~(p ' 1) +n-  1 
n n 
p(y{o_l [ io X.-1, Z{ °) 
P(Y{tz I Y1 °-~) 
prx{o-~ yio -~) P(Y{°-~IX{°-I)-° 
1 , p(y{o-1)-p 
~o ~o Z{O)-. 
i o  " P(x~_~, Y~% [z{ o) P(Y~-i I X~-i 
p( +o • Y.-~ I Yi°-l) -p 
min G j"- (p ,n -  1) 
40 zl' 
> 1 GiO-l(p ' 1) + n - 1 inf min i Gzi (p, n - 1) 
j=jo:: i=K.n K = 0 ,1 ,2 ,3  . . - ;p= 1,2 .-- 
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Now, 
Gi°-~(p, 1) = -- 1 log 
P 
=>__1 E 
P Jo--1 ~Jo--1 X1 ~I 
Thus, 
Jo--1 Jo--1 1 p(x~o-~,y~o- b FPIV, Ix, ) -~ 
P(x, ~o-1 Y~;o-') log FP(Y~°-~I x~°-')7-' = 
' L P-iFo  j 
>0 
n GS°-l(p,n) > in fminG j (p ,n -  1) a minG°(p ,n -  1) 
n -  1 = r,p z~ z~ = 
j = jo =l:= Kn; K=0,1 ,2 ,3  . . .  ; p = 1,2 . . .  
PROOF OF LEMMA 4 
P(X,~ i, Y , / [  Zv j) = P (X j ,  Y j ]  Zf)P(X[+-~, YJ+-~ [ X.~ ~, Y~, Z~ j) 
Z d '~PfX J+n V i+n r l i+n . ,  
Thus, 
I x~# P ( Y-s I Y~s, Zf) -P  ~G~zj, (p, ~)  = _ pl- log P(XJ, f J Iz j )  p(y.~[ y~_~)_~ 
D(  ~TJ+ n [ x rd+n rzd+n "~--P"I p( yj+n Vj+n vj+n ~ r k z~n-n I "~"*-n, rip+n) | 
t[ XJ+nm--n' Y3+nm--n ) "~ \ lm- -n  I "l P "bn ) J 
Therefore it follows thst, 
p p j, ~ Zp~ ~a 
Now, similar to the proof of Lemma 3 it can be shown that 
G~#(p,m-n)  _>- 0; any j and any Z~ ~. 
p 
Thus, for any j and any Zv' 
mG~# (p, m) >= nGJ# (p, n) 
# p 
In a similar way it can be shown that 
mG~g3 . (p ,m) > nG s+t " ¢); t 0 ,1 ,2  m :"  Z i+t ,P~ = . . . .  7~. 
P P 
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PROOF OF LEMMA5 
l--1 
J P(Xzq, Y{q I Zj)  = I I  p(xJq+*q, -qvi+"~ I, z,~+~q~J+'q ') 
Thus, similar to the proof of Lemma 3, it follows that  
Hence 
1 G j G~ (p, lq) > -~q lq inf min (p, q) 
K, p Z~i Z~ 
J i  Gz,(p, lq) > rain G°(p, q) 
for any j = 0, 4-1, -4 -2 . . .  
Therefore 
rain G°(p, lq) >= rain G°(p, q) 
PROOF OF L~MMA 6 
• I P(Y,JI X,j, Z~ ~) 
mPz$ (m) = cx.,,~-"r.,J P(X,/, Y'JIZ~S) ll°g P(YJI Y~-~) 
D/x; , . . i+n I -~ j+n r i j+n  ~'] 
~.i+n yj+n ) £k  zm-n  l lp+n]  j 
~ ~ m+n'  m--n I 
Now, it can be shown that  
O{ V i+n I y j+n Zj+n .~ 
p(y i+n V . i+n z j+n ~. ~\zm- -n  [ xxm- -n  , n-t-p) >. 0 .~ ~. ,~- , ,  .~ ~-,~ [ ,~+p) log E 
X3+n ,yj+n 
Thus, 
mI~ (m) >= nI~ t (n) 
In  a similar way it can be shown that  
mI i (m)  >= ,~zj+t~ j, 
P q 
PROOF OF Lv.~M~ 7 
Similar to the proof of Lemma 5. 
PROOF OF Lv .~ 8 
p(yi+_~l i-v - Y~+,) 
t = 0,1 ,  2, . . .  m -- n. 
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Let 
Now 
a = lim sup {rain I°(n)} 
0 < I J i (n )  < 1 ~_, p (yy lzp J )  logP(y . j [Zp  j) < l ogM 
fb {yni} 
where M is the number of letters in the output alphabet, B. 
Thus 
0 < a < log M < 
Let E be given arbitrarily and let the subscript q be chosen such that 
man I°(q) > a - 
For anyn  > q we determine l (l = 1, 2 ,3 . . . )  such that lq  < n < 
(l q- 1 )q. By Lemma 6 and Lemma 7 we have 
min I° ( n ) > lq min I° ( lq ) > 1 
=n =l+ l  
Thus 
- -  min I°(q) 
1 
mJn I°(n) > 1--+-i (a --e) 
Therefore, for sufficiently large n (and hence for appropiately large/) :  
a~-  e >_- rn in/°(n)  > a - -  2e 
But since e is arbitrarily small 
l im ra in /° (n)  = a = C O .
PROOF OF LEMM~ 9 
Since log X _-_ X -- 1 for any X, we have 
1 - qpGJz~(p, q) <-_ tx~r j  ) P(Xq j. Yq¢l Zp i) 
(A-l) 
P(Yq~ [ Xq j, ZpJ) -p zX 
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Now,  
Also 
0 ~ i =  (p, q) 
Op 2 
JACOB ZIV 
fz~(O, q) = 1 
Ofz~ (p, q) ~=o ~' 
= - -  qlz~(q) 
P(Xq ~, Y~J I z~ j) 
{Xqi,yq]} 
P( Y~ I Xv ~, Zvi) -p lo_2 P( Y~i l Xq ~, Zp i) 
• ~: ;  ~--U -~ ~ ViV:  (~--~ 
< ~ P(Xq ¢, Y~¢ I Z~ s) p(yqS 1 X~ s, ZvS) -" 
= ,xq,,r~,, P (Yq 'T~ 
• [4 log 2 P(YqJlXq i, gv ~') -4- 4 log 2 P(Yq¢l Y~-P)] 
<= 4 ~_, p(z~¢ I gpJ)P(f q¢ I zq¢,zj) ~-p 
{xqLrqi } 
log 2 P(Yq¢ I Xq ~, Zv ~) 
+ 4 ~, P(X~ ~ I Z~)P(Yq~IXq~,ZJ) ~-~ 
{Xqi,yqi} 
l°g 2 P(YJ  I Y~-~) 
(A-2) 
(A-a) 
Now, for 0 _-< p < 1 we get by convexity arguments: 
F_. P(x~J [ z~)P( Y.~ [ x j. z~) ~-~ 
{xq~ } 
< [ ~ P (X j  I z~)P(YJ  I x j, z~) ]  ~-~ 
{Xqi} 
Thus, 
~) 24" j J~, (p, q) 
Op 2 
= p(yq i  [ Z j ) l -p 
. . 
<= (1 - p): ,~ ,  P (x :  I z:;) ,~ ,  P(Y: I x : .  z.:) 1-" 
log 2 P(Y~J l X~ i, Z~i) ~-p 
4 - -  Y~ ) + (1 - o) 2 ~x~,~ P(Yqil Z'J)~-' l°gs P(Y~ I -" 
Now, by convexity argumenl~s for log 2 X, (X < 1): 
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log 2 P(rqi I Y~-P) = log s ~ P(Yj IZpJ)P(X~-~! Y~-~) 
< ~ P(X~ -p [ Y~-P) log s P(Yqi] Z~ j) 
Furthermore, since for any 0 =< X < 1, X log 2 X =< 4e -2, it follows that: 
3 . 16e-2 [ 1 32e-q O'fzt (p, q) < ~_,1 "-F ~_,  - M q Op ~ = ( I  - -  p) 3 (r~i) (rqi) ( i  - -  -~)2 (A -4)  
where M is the number of letters in the output alphabet B. 
By Taylor series expansion theorem we have 
p---O p2 2 . ep o/z¢ (p, q) Ofz~ (p, q) + (A-5) f%(p, q) = fz~(o, q) + o op 2 ap 2 
where0 ~ 0_<- 1. 
Thus, by Eqs. (A-2), (A-3) and (A-4): 
2 
P 16e-2M q. (A-6) f~{ (p, q) __< I - pqZ{~ (q) + (1 - p)~ 
The insertion of Eq. (A-6) into Eq. (A-l) yields: 
G~ (p, p) >__ Z~j (q) - M~ q(1 - p)2 
p 
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